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Us Girls Citizenship Report

Information on club exit routes and how to retain 
‘Leanne’ beyond activities provided by Us Girls 
sessional based projects

This report aims to give Us Girls projects guidance and ideas on how to engage, retain 

and support ‘Leanne’ in long term sports participation through the use of community 

sports clubs as exit routes. 

There are different aspects to developing and enhancing a sense of “sports citizenship”. 

Here we explore two themes: 

    (1) opportunities for ‘Leanne’ to join sports clubs in her 

    local community 

    (2) how, as session providers, you can identify and support 

    the development of new or existing clubs which will engage 

    'Leanne' effectively.

What is a Club?

The Concise Oxford Dictionary: 

Club n – “Association of persons united by some common 

interest, meeting periodically for shared activity.”

The community sports clubs Access Sport works with in deprived 

areas do not fit the stereotype of ‘traditional clubs’ which are 

sometimes perceived as inflexible and exclusive.

 

Good community sports clubs are inclusive, friendly and flexible. The social aspect, 

feeling of togetherness and belonging that can be found in these clubs is what Access 

Sport and wider Us Girls network have found that the women in Us Girls projects want 

and are prepared to attend and commit to. 

Whilst most of the Access Sport Us Girls clubs focus on female only activity we also 

recommend considering mixed gender clubs with women only sessions / teams or mixed 

sessions / teams particularly in activities such as dance.
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The benefits of clubs as an exit route for Us Girls session 
provider/coordinators:

 

Quality Coaching

Creating new qualified coaches can be expensive and time consuming. Using 
professional coaches is a costly option and can be unsustainable longer term. As club 
coaches are already qualified you won’t have to pay to train them up and as many are 
experienced volunteers they offer quality and value.

Selecting Clubmarked clubs is a helpful guide to quality coaching but bear in mind that 
some of the best community clubs may not have yet completed Clubmark. If you want 
to use a community club that isn’t Clubmarked devise a checklist to ensure they are 
suitably qualified. 
These could include:

• Coach Qualifications

• Safeguarding and Child Protection Course Certificate

• First Aid Certificate

• An example Session plan

• Membership form (Gives you an idea of inclusivity of the club which would be 

useful on other fronts)

Quality
coaching Longer term

benefits

External
organisation

Player
pathway
optionsSustainability

Community
cohesion

Value
for money

Passion and
enthusiasm
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Passion and Enthusiasm

Clubs are generally run by volunteers who do it because they are passionate about their 
sport and about giving back to their community. For this reason they are usually 
receptive to new ideas that will benefit their club. As a session provider you can offer 
the club new participants which will strengthen the sustainability of their club. 

Value for Money and Sustainability

Clubs are also a low cost delivery option (see above for quality coaches at value). We 
recommend that where possible you offer clubs a small amount of funding to deliver 
taster sessions, especially if they are doing more than one session. The money helps 
cover costs and incentivises the club. Alternatively you could offer in kind help like 
printing off some flyers saving on their print costs. 

Intensive development work with clubs may be hard to find time for but useful club 
development work can be achieved by project coordinators. By supporting club leaders 
to find additional funding and helping them write a development plan you can help 
make these opportunities truly sustainable. In return the clubs will require less support 
from you.

Longer term benefits

6/10/12 week sessional programmes offer participants useful short term benefits such 
as some weight loss and increased fitness. But for women to enjoy the more extensive 
benefits of sport/physical activity longer term engagement is needed. The more 
substantial benefits that can be gained at clubs include: sustained and significant 
weight loss, long term improved fitness and mental outlook. Clubs also offer personal 
and skills development opportunities.

Encouraging an exit route into clubs that you build a relationship with will mean that 
you can access your project participants after they have finished your sessions. You will 
be able to monitor and report on longer term benefits which are the direct result of 
engagement in your initial programme. This can be an excellent source of case studies 
for funders.
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Community Cohesion

Some young women in the ‘Leanne’ target group may be perceived as being involved in 
anti social type behaviour and therefore regarded negatively by older members of the 
community. Clubs run by local people are generally respected as part of the fabric of 
local communities. By bringing these young women into structured and organised club 
sessions they are likely to be viewed in a more positive way. 

By putting on mixed-age group sessions barriers can be broken down. This will not 
occur overnight: be patient, it does happen!

External Organisation

In the current economic climate, with funding cuts and an ever changing professional 
sports development landscape, the support of an external provider such as a community 
club can be invaluable. 

Player Pathway options

Clubs can offer social and less competitive sessions along with more sporty and 
competition focused sessions.

Reasons clubs can engage “Leanne”:

Local

Sense of
achievement

 
Feeling

part of a
wider
group

Sustainalble

Similar
activities

 
Making new

friends

Affordable

Enhanced
sporting

skills
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For these reasons, below are some suggestions on what 
to look for when finding exit route clubs:

Local
If you are planning on linking ‘Leanne’ to a club look for the most accessible. 
Sometimes this may not be the nearest. Postcode challenges and busy or unlit roads are 
potential barriers that may need to be considered. 

Affordable
Check out the prices of the club you are linking with or, if you are setting one up, do 
some research into how much other local activities charge. Community clubs are not 
run to make profit. They are there to provide a service but often they do need to charge 
as they have venue, equipment, coaching and insurance costs to contend with. Putting 
your session cost on a par with the club exit route cost will stop sudden cost increases 
putting people off. 

Enhancing sporting skills and sense 
of achievement
At a club ‘Leanne’ will gain friends and fitness as well as a 
better understanding of the sport being offered. A sense of 
achievement can boost confidence and self esteem 
immeasurably. Many clubs have awards nights that include 
awards for 'most improved' or 'most committed which 
ensure that it is not always about being the best.
 

Sustainable
Knowing a block of sessions is only going to last a few 
weeks can put some people off. Being able to offer longer 
term opportunities without commitment can be attractive 
for ‘Leanne’. Many clubs offer “drop in” sessions for those 
not willing to make longer term commitments.

Making New Friends
The feedback we have had from club leaders is that meeting new people is among the 
top 3 reasons to join a club, along with losing weight and getting fitter. The tea / coffee 
time and socials that clubs offer help promote the friendly atmosphere ‘Leanne’ is 
looking for. 

Similar activities
If ‘Leanne’ has engaged with your sessions the exit routes you offer her should be 
similar in order to maintain the momentum and her interest levels. 

Feeling part of a wider group 
All of the clubs we work with are incredibly diverse in their nature and all have 
participants from many different backgrounds and cultures. The team/club kit promotes 
the group atmosphere and can unite women in a common interest.  
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Access Sport Project Case Studies

Tower Hamlets Cycling Club     Leisure Cycling

Tower Hamlets CC didn’t have a women’s only section prior to working with Access 
Sport. Now the club has attracted a high proportion of Muslim women who are able to 
cycle without having to wear specialised clothing and who can be confident in a female 
only environment. They have a female trained lead rider and the group has become 
more social. Club members have undertaken a bike maintenance course delivered by a 
female Bike Mechanic which has proved very popular. 

‘T’ joined the club as she'd never had the chance to cycle due to cultural and religious 
constraints. She had set herself the goal of learning how to cycle. She has managed this 
and is now a confident cyclist. ‘T’ has volunteered within the Club to help at sessions 
and promote rides. She has also lost weight, and has gained the 
confidence to take on other challenges such as learning to swim and 
drive. She said:

"The Cycling Club has allowed me to learn to cycle after years of 
wanting to and has stopped my caring about the stereotypical 
view that Muslim women shouldn't be cycling. The Club has 
given me the chance to enjoy riding a bike - something most 
people take for granted and have the privilege to do all their lives 
without a second thought." 

Her next cycling goal is to learn how to ride a Boris Bike on the road 
to enable her to get to college and hopefully to university next year.

Biggest Challenges 

• Breaking down the perceptions of the 
local community about female cycling

• Getting a female leader qualified has 
taken time

• Nobody has their own bike so the club 
have now built up their own supply so 
everyone can borrow one. This takes up 
space and costs a lot.

Biggest successes

• The group has continued through 
   the winter.
• A young woman has designed a 

website for the group which also 
helped with her A Level in ICT.

• Partnership working (e.g. with GLL, 
the British Cycling Breeze Programme 
and the London Borough of Tower 
Hamlets) has been beneficial.
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Hackney Women’s Rugby Club     Rugby

Local youth centres in Hackney are facing huge cuts and their sport budget has been 
slashed. London Youth have recently trained 6 young women to be leaders in Tag 
Rugby with the aim of getting them to coach within schools and colleges. This has been 
successful but there was no exit route if the participants enjoyed it. Hackney Rugby 
Club and Hackney Belles Junior Rugby Club have come together to encourage the 
young women to move more easily from the junior club to the adult club. They also 
plan to engage with young women from youth clubs and are liaising with London 
Youth to ensure this happens. We have also partnered with the Hitz programme and 
look forward to working with them to bring additional resources to a community based 
project that has really thought about engaging our target group.

Urban Fit     Circuit and Dance Fitness

Last year Access Sport worked in partnership with Avon and Somerset 
Police on a project that focused on prevention of male gang membership. 
The project was so successful, attracting over 40 boys a week, that the 
police approached us with another idea aimed at attracting females at risk 
of criminal activity or anti social behaviour. So Urban Fit was born. This 
club has multi agency buy-in and is initially attracting participants through 
referrals from Youth Offending Teams, Youth Services, Housing 
Associations, Police Youth Team and many other local agencies. Through 
the engaging activity and incentives that are being offered we expect the 
participants themselves will spread the word and gain new recruits outside 
of the referrals.
 
This is a general fitness project based within a youth club offered as a 
venue free-of-charge for a whole evening. This means the club can run 
multiple activities and cater for a wider audience. One of the club leaders 
works for the Police in their PR and Marketing department and the other 
used to be a Special Constable and is now a fitness instructor; however 
both are doing this voluntarily within their free time. The Police have 
provided funding to pay for training for Emma and Kate and we have provided initial 
funding for the equipment and are supporting the leaders to write a development plan 
to put their vision into action. 

Biggest Challenges 

• Getting CRB’s through the 
council to be able to access 
the Youth Club facilities

• Training for the dance and 
fitness has taken time to 
source and finish

 

Biggest successes

• Gaining the Youth Club 
Venue for free

• The use of Social Media has 
been working well to raise 
awareness in the local area 
– the Urban Fit Facebook 
page set up by the 
participants now has 126 
friends (see Us Girls website 
for guidance on use of 
social media)

• The buy in of local agencies 
(see above) to refer the 
target group to the session 
has been excellent. 

• The club identity and brand 
has been created by club 
volunteers giving them a 
real sense of ownership 

   (see flyer above). 
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Engaging ‘Leanne’ in a club

We have found that if the clubs start ‘Leanne’ off informally and don’t pressure her into 
signing up for weeks at a time and if the activity is engaging enough she will come 
back and start to commit.

Some other ideas for clubs to engage ‘Leanne’:

• Taster sessions in an environment they already know are important, especially for 
the initial engagement. Several of our clubs have put on targeted taster sessions 
where local ‘Leannes’ tend to gather. This has ranged from young mum’s groups 
and colleges, to children’s centres or women’s refuges.

• Low intensity sessions focused on fun can move into more “sport” focused 
sessions.

• Free tea and coffee/ refreshments has been well received with some clubs running 
45 min activity sessions and 15 minutes of chatting afterwards to make up the 
hour.

• “Sport” sessions have been successful in attracting women who used to 
participate in sport. Think about the difference between women who have been 
previously sporty and the inactive when marketing. Separate flyers with different 
messaging may be appropriate.

• Tower Hamlets Cycling Club say that being allowed to wear the clothing they feel 
comfortable in (eg jilbabs (gowns) and hijabs (scarves)) has led to more women 
feeling confident in participating.
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Retaining ‘Leanne’ in a club

• Engaging activity – listen to your young women - what do they want? When 
meeting with the club it is helpful to discuss this.

• Social atmosphere – are there play and social areas that make the young women 
feel comfortable? For example, bars/pubs are not appropriate for Muslim women 
who also require a play area that is not overlooked [no balcony in a sports hall].

• Does the club have posters and events that your young women can relate to?
 
• Tangible rewards – does the club offer kit and rewards for attendance? Us Girls 

watches have been given to each of the Access Sport clubs to hand out if the 
women come to more than 3 sessions and T-shirts/cycling vests after more than 6 
-10 sessions have been attended. 

• The attitude and friendliness of the club volunteers / coaches / staff is often the 
key reason for people continuing.

 
• There are stigmas and myths attached to females in sport in every culture. Are 

these issues addressed by club leaders in a non threatening and informative way?

• Achieving small goals is satisfying and motivating. Accessible competition and / or 
showcasing achievements can promote these feelings. Clubs have the capacity to 
achieve this at various levels. 

• Independent clubs can act as more neutral forum for young people than council 
or school / college run sessions for promoting lifestyle and development messages 
e.g. 

   [a] 4YP, a sexual health charity, is offering our club leaders free sexual health 
training to help them signpost young people effectively;

 
   [b] the NHS is offering free weight management advice. 
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Supporting ‘Leanne’

‘Leanne’s’ needs are diverse and complex. Ensuring individual and group needs are 
listened to will go a long way to keeping ‘Leanne’ involved. 

A deeper rapport may not be possible to build over a 6 – 12 week block. At a club, over 
a longer period, a caring approach from volunteers can become a lifeline that helps a 
young person to change her life. 

A block of sessions can become the catalyst for this by:

• Being flexible

• Having signposting advice available – including exit routes

• Being friendly

• Being consistent

Supporting club leaders to upskill

Club leaders have requested additional support with managing ‘Leanne’ particularly 
where clubs have specific aims of helping vulnerable young people.
‘Leanne’ will generally trust and relate to local club leaders as members of their 
community more than somebody ‘helicoptering in’ and leaving again (who may not 
have a complete grasp of local challenges). 

For this reason the focus on working with these local club leaders and upskilling them 
rather than sourcing people outside of the community with existing qualifications. The 
sort of support and training we offer includes:

• Challenging Behaviour Course

• Mentoring Qualification

• Tutor Training – CSLA 

• College Brochures for nearby Post 16 options

• Details of Job/Education/Apprenticeship fairs

• Questionnaire Templates

• Coaching Qualifications

• Pairing them with another club/forum

• Explaining that there are other people who can help if problems become too big - 
we  supply contacts of experts in various fields.
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To support clubs here are our ‘Top Tips’

• No single option will work as a blanket solution to retaining ‘Leanne’ long term.

• ASK! – giving ownership to a group of women can be incredibly empowering, 
engaging them better than anything else. 

• Keep going - small wins accumulate and make it all worth it!

• Continue to monitor your young women after the 12 weeks so that you know 
when you have been successful in long term ‘Leanne’ participation. 

• Try to market existing opportunities in different ways that will appeal to ‘Leanne’. 

• Partnerships are vital – think about where to find ‘Leanne’.

• Don’t be afraid to charge a small fee – this puts a value on the programme but 
keep costs low and offer concessions.

• Offer tea/coffee or refreshments before or after sessions to promote the social 
element.

• ‘Bring a Friend’ initiatives have worked well backing up the research done by the 
Women’s Sport and Fitness Foundation: they found that 64% of women would 
exercise more if they had a friend to be active with.

• Don’t underestimate the power of the word of mouth

If you would like to know more about any of the projects discussed or 
have any questions please don’t hesitate to get in touch.
 
Becca.owen@accesssport.co.uk 
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Active Women Development Manager
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London E2 6QF
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